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[571 

Disclosed is a software generation system (SGS) based 
memory error detection system which may be utilized to 
detect various memory access errors, such as array dimen 
sion violations, dereferencing of invalid pointers, accessing 
freed memory, reading uninitialized memory, and automated 
detection of memory leaks. Error checking commands and 
additional information are inserted into a parse tree associ 
ated with a source code ?le being tested at read—time which 
serve to initiate and facilitate run-time error detection pro 
cesses. Wrapper functions may be provided for initiating 
error checking processes for associated library functions. A 
pointer check table maintains pointer information, including 
valid range information, for each pointer that is utilized to 
monitor the use and modi?cation of the respective pointers. 
A memory allocation structure records allocation informa 
tion, including a chain list of all pointers that point to the 
memory region and an initialization status for each byte in 
the memory region, for each region of memory. The chain 
list is utilized to monitor the deallocation of the associated 
memory region, as well as to detect when there is a memory 
leak. The initialization status is used to ensure that a region 
of uninitialized memory is not accessed. A data ?ow analysis 
algorithm minimizes the number of pointer checks that have 
to be performed and allows certain read-time errors to be 
detected. 
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[ TestfIIe 
I10 struct part { 

I20 Int number; 

I30 char name [10]; 

I40 } widget; 

I50 struct part *ptr_part; 

'60 ptr_part = &widget; 

I70 int testint = 16394; 

FIG 2b I80 char testchar = 88; 

' '90 int *ptr__testint = &testint; 

I100 char *ptr_testchar = &testchar; 

Char *ptr_a“oc; 

I210 ptr_aIIoc = maIIoc (35 *sizeof (char)); 

I300 ptr_testchar = &widget.name[0]; 

‘310 *ptr_testint = 12024; 
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Sourcecode = Sample 

I10 struct part { 

I20 int number; 

I30 char name [10]; 

I40 char color; 

I50 } widget; 

I60 struct part *ptLpart; 

I70 ptLpart = &widget; 

I80 ptr__part—+number = 860; 

|90 strcpy (ptr_part—>name, " chair‘); 

I100 ptr_part—>coIor =‘b'; 

I150 ptr_part = 0; 

I160 ptr_part—>number = 870; 

Set 2 

DEF 0 (I150) 
. FIG. 14b 
USED (I160) 






































